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Abstract

The kinetics of excited-state proton transfer to solvent from the strong photoacid 5-cyano-2-naphthol exhibits two
different power-law asymptotic tails for acid and base, arising from competition between reversible and irreversible geminate
reprotonation. We show that the data are in quantitative agreement with a recently developed theory for this diffusion-in-
fluenced reaction. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The study of diffusion-influenced reactions in so-
lution was initiated by Smoluchowski longer than 80

w xyears ago 1 . The simplest case is geminate recom-
Ž .bination GR of isolated pairs. In spite of intensive

work in the field of GR, there is scarcity of convinc-
ing quantitative experimental evidence for diffu-
sional effects even in the most comprehensive chem-
ical kinetics accounts of diffusion-influenced reac-

w xtions 2 . Indeed, diffusional effects are often masked
by complicating factors: iodine GR – by vibrational

w xrelaxation 3 , GR of large organic radicals – by
w x w xrotational diffusion 4 or transient solvation 5 . The

kinetics of solvated electrons following photoioniza-
w xtion of liquid water 6–8 is essentially a three body
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process, since ey may recombine with either Hq oraq

the OH Ø radical. An unambiguous example of irre-
versible GR, in which the ubiquitous power-law
behavior characterizing diffusion processes has been

w xobserved 9,10 , required adjusting unknown diffu-
sion coefficients to fit the data.

Reversible GR occurs in excited-state proton
Ž . w xtransfer to solvent PTTS 11–13 , where the kinet-

ics obey the transient Smoluchowski equation for
diffusion in the proton–anion Coulomb potential with

w x‘back-reaction’ boundary conditions 14,15 . When
Ž ) .the excited state lifetime, t , of the acid R OH is0

Ž ) y.identical to that of the base R O , the ‘corrected’
w ) x Ž .acid fluorescence signal, R OH exp trt , exhibits0
Ž y3r2 .a long-time power-law t decay reflecting the

probability of the randomly moving proton to re-
turn to the excited anion. Under these con-
ditions, the corresponding signal from the anion,
w ) yx Ž .R O exp trt , does not convey additional inde-0

pendent information.
The situation changes for different lifetimes or in

the presence of a competing contact quenching reac-
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tion with the solvated proton. For excited 1-naphthol,
which undergoes a pronounced quenching reaction
w x w x16 , Pines and Fleming have noted 17,18 that

w ) x Ž X .while R OH exp trt still decays with the0

ty3r2 asymptotics, the ‘corrected’ anion signal,
w ) yx Ž .R O exp trt , rises to a maximum and then0

decays to its effective escape probability, Z, with a
ty1r2 law characteristic of irreversible recombina-

Ž .tion. This non-equivalent dual asymptotic behavior
of the reactant and product of protolytic dissociation

Ž .is due to competing adiabatic reversible and non-
Ž .adiabatic irreversible geminate reprotonation. Un-

fortunately, an exact theory for treating this problem
was not available at the time, and that precluded a
more detailed quantitative analysis of the observed
non-classical kinetics.

w xRecently, Gopich and co-workers 19–22 have
worked out the desired theory in three dimensions
Ž w x.results in one dimension are obtained in Ref. 23 .
These authors considered excited-state geminate re-
actions with dissociation and association rate param-
eters k and k , two different lifetimes for the acidd a

Ž X X .and base t s1rk and t s1rk , respectively0 0 0 0
Ž .and a competing irreversible quenching process k ,q

For a dissociated protonranion pair which moves
Ž .diffusively relative diffusion coefficient D under

the influence of its interaction potential, rigorous
expressions for the asymptotic behavior were ob-
tained, as well as approximate expressions valid over
the whole time regime. This Letter provides a unique
experimental test for the theoretical results.

Testing for diffusional effects is not trivial even
with no complicating factors present. The reaction
should be sufficiently fast to enable these non-ex-
ponential effects to develop during the excited-state
lifetime, and the signal sufficiently clean to allow
monitoring over several orders of magnitude in in-
tensity. For these reasons, we consider the photodis-
sociation of the recently synthesized ‘super-photo-

w xacids’ by Tolbert and co-workers 24 , which are

sufficiently acidic to dissociate in some pure non-
w xaqueous solvents 25–29 . Our previous work has

investigated the kinetics of 5-cyano-2-naphthol
Ž . w x5CN2OH in several such solvents 29 but, unfortu-
nately, we found that the dissociation is too slow to
allow full convergence to the ty3r2 limit during the
excited-state lifetime, whereas k is too small toq

produce an observable ty1r2 decay for the base. In
pure water, dissociation is extremely fast and the
quenching effect is strong, but 5CN2OH appears to
aggregate and this masks its long-time behavior.
Waterrmethanol mixtures provide a reasonable com-
promise between the conflicting demands of solubil-
ity and reactivity, producing a remarkable example
for this fundamental solution-phase reaction.

2. Results

Fig. 1 shows the steady-state fluorescence spec-
trum of 5CN2OH in 11.2 mole% water in methanol,

Ž .at neutral pH and room temperature ;228C .
Clearly, 5CN2OH dissociates quite rapidly in this
solvent, because a small peak is observed for the

Ž .acid 391 nm whereas a larger one is attributed to
Ž .the base 515 nm . From this spectrum we estimate

the absolute quantum yields as 0.038 and 0.166 for
acid and base, respectively.

Fig. 1. A steady-state fluorescence spectrum of 5CN2OH in 11.2
mole% waterrmethanol.
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Transient photodissociation experiments were ini-
tiated by a ps laser pulse at ;295 nm, correspond-
ing to the S ™S electronic transition. Time-re-0 2

solved fluorescence was monitored using a time-cor-
related single-photon counting system with an instru-

Ž . Ž .ment response function IRF of 40 ps FWHM at
Ž . Ž .two wavelengths: 370 nm acid and 570 nm base .

Since the kinetics are independent of the excitation
wavelength, one concludes that a vibrationally re-
laxed S state is the precursor to thermally activated1

proton dissociation. Fig. 1 shows that at the two
monitoring wavelengths there is negligible overlap
between the two bands so that, unlike previous work
w x29 , band overlap corrections are not required. Addi-
tional technical details concerning experimental pro-

w xcedures and data analysis may be found therein 29 .
Ž .Fig. 2 shows the corrected transient decaying

Ž . Ž .acid and rising base signals circles on a linear
scale extending up to ;30 ns. t

X is determined0
w ) yx Ž X .from the requirement that R O exp trt rises to0

Ž .a limiting plateau Z . t is estimated from the0

lifetime of 5-cyano-2-methoxynaphthalene, which
cannot undergo excited-state PTTS. Indeed, in sol-
vents where no PTTS takes place, such as aceto-
nitrile, we find that the lifetimes of the photoacid and
its methoxy analog do not differ by more than 10%.

Fig. 2. Time-resolved excited-state PTTS from 5CN2OH to 11.2
Ž .mole% waterrmethanol. Experimental data circles were cor-

rected for excited-state decay and compared with the numerical
Ž . Ž .solution line of the transient Debye–Smoluchowski equation 1

using the parameters from Table 1.

Table 1
Parameters used in fitting the time-resolved fluorescence decay of

Ž .5CN2OH to Eq. 1 in 11.2 mole% waterrmethanol. Only k ,d

k s4p a2k and k s4p a2k were used as adjustable parame-a r q q

ters
Xa R D t t k k kD 0 0 d r q

2 y1˚ ˚ ˚ ˚Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A A cm rs ns ns ns Arns Arns
y55.5 16 2.21=10 5.7 11.3 1.9 15.2 12

This small difference does not influence the results
of the fit, since k 4k , see Table 1.d 0

w xOur theoretical analysis 19–21 is based on the
transient solution of the Debye–Smoluchowski equa-
tion for the relative diffusion of the excited proton–
anion pair in their mutual Coulomb potential, with
two different lifetimes and a geminate quenching
reaction which competes with reversible binding

E E E
y2 2<p r , t ) sr Dr exp yV rŽ . Ž .

Et Er Er

= <exp V r p r , t )Ž . Ž .
X <y W r qW r qk p r , t )Ž . Ž . Ž .a q 0

<qW r p ), t ) , 1aŽ . Ž . Ž .d

E
2< <p ), t ) s4p W r p r , t ) r d rŽ . Ž . Ž .H a

Et

<y k qk p ), t ) , 1bŽ . Ž . Ž .d 0

k d rya k d ryaŽ . Ž .d a
W r s , W r s ,Ž . Ž .d a2 24p a 4p a

k d ryaŽ .q
W r s , 1cŽ . Ž .q 24p a

Ž < .where p ), t ) denotes the probability of finding
the initially bound pair, at time t after excitation, in

Žits bound excited-state. It is compared with the nor-
. Ž < .malized acid signal. p r, t ) is the probability

density for the unbound excited pair to have a sepa-
ration rGa. From it one calculates the ‘survival

Ž < . ` Ž < . 2probability’, S t ) s4p H p r, t ) r d r, which isa
Ž .compared with the normalized fluorescence signal

from the base.
The other characteristic parameters in Table 1

were determined as follows. The relative proton–an-
ion diffusion coefficient, DsD qqD ) y, is ob-H R O

tained from mobility measurements. It reflects pre-
dominantly the abnormally high mobility of the sol-
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w xvated proton 30 . The relative interaction potential,
Ž .in units of k T , is V r syR rr. The DebyeB D

radius, R s566re , is calculated from the staticD

dielectric constant of the mixture, es35.6. The
‘contact distance’, a, represents approximately the
radius of the probe molecule with one solvation shell
around it. The above accepted literature values were
not adjusted in fitting our data.

Consequently, only the three rate parameters, k ,d

k and k , serve as adjustable parameters in thea q

simultaneous fit for both acid and anion signals. To
achieve a meaningful comparison at short times, the
calculated binding and survival probabilities are con-
voluted with the independently measured IRF. The

Žexperimental acid and base signals with arbitrary
.maximal photon count numbers are then normalized

to the convoluted theoretical curves.
Fig. 2 shows the theoretical calculation on a linear

Ž .scale full lines for both acid and base. It was
performed using the Windows application for solv-

ing the Spherically Symmetric Diffusion Problem
Ž . w xSSDP ver. 2.58 31 . The dash-dotted line is the

w xutlimate escape probability 20,21

k koff yD
Zs , 2Ž .Xk qk yk k qk kŽ .off 0 0 yD q off

where the diffusional and overall separation rate
coefficients are given by

4pDR k kD d yD
k s , k s .yD offexp R ra y1 k qk qkŽ .D a yD q

3Ž .

On a timescale of 30 ns, full convergence to Z is not
yet obtained, so that its exact theoretical value from

Ž .Eq. 2 is required for the analysis.
To unravel the diffusive mechanism underlying

this PTTS process, theory suggests considering
w ) x Ž X . w ) yx Ž X .R OH exp trt and R O exp trt yZ, where0 0

both signals are corrected using the lifetime t
X of0

Ž .Fig. 3. The data from Fig. 2 portrayed on a log–log scale. The theoretical asymptotic plateau, Z of Eq. 2 , has been subtracted from the
Ž . Ž .naphtholate signal. Points are normalised experimental data, thin lines are the unconvoluted numerical solution of Eq. 1 , bold lines are

Ž . Ž . w xafter convolution with the measured IRF, dashed lines are the unconvoluted analytic approximation of Ref. 21 , dash-dot lines are the
Ž . Ž .asymptotic behaviors from Eqs. 4a and 4b .
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the base. These quantities are plotted on a log–log
scale in Fig. 3. While the acid signal decays
monononically, the corrected base signal shows a
clear maximum as a function of time, which is a

Ž .signature of quenching and different lifetimes . The
dash-dot lines in Fig. 3 are the theoretically predicted
w x20,21 asymptotic behaviors for the acid and base,
respectively

k exp R ra Z 2Ž .a DX<p ), t ) exp k t ; , 4aŽ . Ž . Ž .0 3r2k 4pDtŽ .d

< XS t ) exp k t yZŽ . Ž .0

X 2k qk k yk qk k exp R ra ZŽ . Ž .Ž .a q 0 0 q d D
f .'k 4pD pDtd

4bŽ .

The two different power-laws are characteristic of
reversible and irreversible recombination processes,
respectively. Both depend on the return probability

Žof the proton to the excited anion the ‘origin’ of its
. Ž < .random walk , p a, t a , which goes asymptotically

y3r2 Žlike t the normalization factor of a three-di-
.mensional Gaussian . In the reversible case, the re-

Ž < .combination probability is proportional to p a, t a ,
whereas in the irreversible case it is the recombina-

Ž < .tion flux – the time integral of p a, t a yielding the
asymptotic ty1r2 behavior.

Ž .As Fig. 3 shows, both experiment points and
Ž .theory full lines – numerical calculations approach

these power-law limits during the excited-state life-
times of acid and base. Thus our data, which span
two orders of magnitude in time and four in inten-
sity, clearly exhibit the predicted effect of two dis-

w xtinct asymptotic power-law behaviors 17,18 . In ad-
Ž .dition, the numerical solution of Eq. 1 , once convo-

Ž .luted with the experimental IRF thick line , is in
excellent agreement with the fluorescence signals
from the excited-state acid and base over the whole
time regime. Finally, the analytic approximation de-

w xtailed in Ref. 21 for the complete time behavior,
shown by the dashed line, is seen to be in excellent
agreement with the uncolvoluted numerical solution

Žof the corresponding Smoluchowski equation thin
.line .

3. Conclusions

Nearly a century after Smoluchowski, most
chemists are content in describing the kinetics of
chemical reactions in solution by classical rate equa-

w xtions, exposed in chemical kinetics textbooks 32 . In
this approach, the time course of bulk concentrations
is assumed to obey a set of ordinary differential
equations. Of course, one acknowledges the fact that
molecules in solution move by diffusion, but this is
merely a nuisance because diffusion can mask the
elementary chemical act under investigation. It also
makes the theory more complicated, replacing ordi-
nary by partial differential equations. Fortunately, as
it appears in most studies, the reaction is either too
slow to be in the diffusion control regime, or fast but
complicated by other, more interesting, factors. Thus
the theory of diffusion-influenced reactions is con-
sidered to be of little practical relevance by most
chemists.

Comparatively little effort was spent to check
these premises experimentally. The most conspicu-
ous example where the assumptions of classical ki-
netics fail is geminate recombination, for which
‘bulk’ concentrations are unrelevant because the re-
combination probability depends on ‘local’ concen-
trations namely, the probability density for a pair to
be separated to some microscopic distance. For a
decade, accumulating evidence showed that diffusion
is indispensable in analyzing the kinetics of fast
reÕersible PTTS reactions, both in the geminate and

w xpseudo-first-order limits 11–13,33,20 . These stud-
ies have focused on the long-time tail of the excited
acid, whose power-law behavior gives clear indica-
tion of diffusive motion, unlike ordinary rate equa-
tions whose asymptotic behavior is always exponen-
tial. This does not mean that diffusion sets in only
asymptotically. The kinetics agreed with the numeri-
cal solution of the Smoluchowski equation over the
whole time regime, but an unequivocal mechanistic
assignment requires a wide observation window, up
to asymptotically long times.

The present work is unique in presenting diffu-
sional effects on the kinetics of both excited acid and
base molecules. This arises from competition be-
tween an adiabatic recombination process with the
naphtholate hydroxide, which is reversible and leads
to the ty3r2 law, and a non-adiabatic recombination
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Žprocess possibly with a carbon atom on the distal
. y1r2ring , which is irreversible and leads to a t law.

Thus diffusion is manifested simultaneously in two
wavelengths, of acid and base emission, and the
theory now fits the kinetics of both species over
nearly four decades in intensity. This was achieved
using only three kinetic rate constants, taking other

Žparameters solute diffusion coefficients, solvent di-
.electric constant from independent measurements.

The excellent agreement between experiment and
theory is a clear demonstration for the validity of
diffusion theory for this solution phase reaction.
Classical kinetic theory is too simplified, not depict-
ing the chemical concentration gradients. Molecular
dynamics is too sophisticated and detailed for calcu-
lating the outcome of the reaction on such extended
timescales. Diffusion theory provides an intermedi-
ate-level microscopic approach, in which solvent
molecules are only implicit and the equations of
motion are stochastic rather than deterministic. With-
out an appropriate theory, one could extract from the
data only the initial exponential decay, characterized
by k , but not the association and quenching rated

parameters, k and k . Diffusion theory is the onlya q

currently available approach for extracting all three
rate parameters. The fact that diffusional effects are
persistently observed in proton transfer reactions to
solvent is by itself revealing, suggesting that the
fundamental proton hopping mechanism originates
from incoherent, random motion on a molecular

w xlength-scale 34 .
The reassessment of the applicability of diffusion

theory to chemical reactivity in solution is timely,
because increasing evidence from single-molecule

Ž .spectroscopy SMS shows that single molecules be-
have stochastically. Moreover, the motion of single
molecules in solution was shown to be consistent
with diffusion theory over extended timescales and a

w xwide mass range 35 . It is anticipated that future
SMS measurements could test directly the underly-
ing assumptions of the theory of diffusion influenced
reactions for single reactive encounters in solution.
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